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This work presents a framework for fast, automated optimization of the stationary phase of toka-

mak plasma discharges and its application to first-principle-based modeling of the ITER hybrid

scenario. The RAPTOR transport code [1] is extended with a new solution method allowing to

directly obtain the stationary solution of a set of coupled, non-linear diffusion equations, for a

selected number of transport channels. Coupled to QLKNN-hyper-10D [2], a neural network

emulation of the quasi-linear gyrokinetic QuaLiKiz transport model [3], a first-principle-based

estimate of the stationary state of the core plasma can be found at unprecedented computational

speed (typically a few seconds on standard hardware). The stationary state solver is embedded

in a numerical optimization scheme, accelerating the optimization of tokamak plasma scenarios

and guiding the efforts of more extensive integrated modeling tools. The novel combination

of tools is applied to investigate the performance of ITER hybrid scenarios at different values

of total plasma current, plasma density and pedestal pressure and for different power contribu-

tions in a heating mix consisting of electron cyclotron and neutral beam heating. Optimizing the

radial distribution of electron cyclotron current drive deposition, the q profile is tailored to max-

imize the energy confinement enhancement relative to the IPB98(y,2) scaling law, as predicted

through the first-principles-based transport model, while satisfying q > 1, avoiding sawtooth

oscillations. Upper limits for the fusion gain Q are shown to be set by either minimum power

requirements for the separatrix power flow to maintain H-mode or by minimum current drive

requirements for q profile tailoring. Furthermore, the extension of the ITER hybrid operating

window facilitated by an upgraded electron cyclotron power is presented; for a heating mix

Pnb = 33MW, Pec = 40MW we project Q = 5, Pf us = 365MW, fni = 0.89 for Ip = 10.5MA

with 〈ne〉line/ne Gw = 0.9 and assuming moderate density peaking ne0/ne ped = 1.4.
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